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Learning beyond the school context (1)
“Learning is a holistic process of adaptation to the world. Not just the result of 
cognition, learning involves the integrated functioning of the total person—
thinking, feeling, perceiving, and behaving.” (p.195, Kolb & Kolb, 2005)
Experiential learning:
• Learning  knowledge and skills in context  (influences tacit knowledge needed)
• Learning by concrete experience, experience-based, related to multiple senses
• Active experimentation, reflective observation, abstract  conceptualization (Kolb & Kolb, 2005)
• Different ‘modes’, e.g.: learning with/by:
– Authentic tasks
– Role modeling
– Learning by discovery/inquiry
– Learning by play
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Learning beyond the school context (2)
– How can we foster this type of learning across in and ‘out of school’ contexts?
 ‘Connecting’ experiences inside and outside school contexts to foster learning
– Two examples: 
• First  from primary education: Elena 
• Second from secondary education: weSPOT inquiry-based learning
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Who or what is ELENA? (1)
ELENA = early e-learning of neighbouring languages
http://www.elena-learning.eu/
Euregio
projectnr. 515191-LLP-2011-NL-KA2MP
Who or what is ELENA? (2)
A partnership between: 
Who or what is ELENA? (3)
ELENA output
1. Online learning material and support
(NL-DE-FR)
2. Pilots with innovative forms of language learning :
1. Mobile game ‘ELENA goes shopping’ (NL-DE) 
(2 pilots)
2. Classroom response activities (FR-DE)
(1 pilot)
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Online learning material (1) 
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Online learning material (2) 
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Background ‘Elena goes mobile’ (1)
Background ‘Elena goes mobile’ (1)
Background ‘Elena goes mobile’ (2)
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ARLearn
Open source and supported via:
http://ou.nl/arlearn
Step-wise game development
• Expert evaluation (8)
• Pilot in supermarket (small group, visitors)
• Pilot in supermarket (big group, scouts)
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Eerste ELENA pilot - Impressie
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Tweede pilot ELENA - Impressie
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Tweede pilot ELENA - Impressie
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Tweede pilot ELENA - Impressie
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Changes in interface (1)
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Changes in interface (2)
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Prizes: European Language Label & Orange Carpet award (Nuffic)
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Media attention
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More info and questions about ELENA?
Please contact:
For ‘ELENA goes mobile’ pilot: 
ellen.rusman@ou.nl (game scenario) and stefaan.ternier@ou.nl (ARlearn)
For general info about ELENA project:
derk.sassen@talenacademie.nl
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Play around with downloaded ‘Elena goes shopping game’
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weSPOT project 
EU-project:
• Start: 1st of  October 2012
• Duration: 36 months
• Consortium: 9 partners from 9 EU countries
weSPOT is an EC‐funded Research
Project under the Grant Agreement no.
318499 of ICT FP7 Programme in
Technology Enhanced Learning
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Aims
• The weSPOT project aims at propagating scientific inquiry as the approach for Science 
learning and teaching, in combination with today’s curricula, teaching and classroom practices
• The project focuses on inquiry-based learning with a theoretically sound and technology 
supported personal inquiry approach
• In inquiry based-learning pupils take the role of an explorer and scientist in which they:
• Are motivated by their personal curiosity
• Are guided by self-reflection
• Develop personal knowledge
• Collaboratively construct knowledge by means of collaborative sense-making and 
reasoning
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weSPOT
Inquiry-based
learning (IBL) 
model
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Toolkit Inquiry-based learning
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http://inquiry.wespot.net/
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Pilot-project Sint Jan:
“Colony on Mars”
weSPOT Hands-on
• See tasks & activities on A4
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Info and contact –weSPOT project
Project Coordinator
Prof. Dr. Marcus Specht
Welten Institute, Open Universiteit
marcus.specht@ou.nl
Web portals
wespot-project.eu (project)
inquiry.wespot.net (environment)
Thank you for your time 
and attention!
http://www.elena-learning.eu/
